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Computer Concepts Illustrated is designed to help students learn and retain the most relevant and

essential information about computers and technology in today's digital world! This edition has been

revised to cover the latest important computing trends and skills, but maintains the pedagogical and

streamlined design elements that instructors and students know and love about the Illustrated

Series. New for this edition, make the most of Computer Concepts Illustrated with the all-in-one

CourseMate digital solution complete with a media-rich ebook, interactive quizzes and activities, and

the Engagement Tracker for hassle-free, automatic grading!
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June Parsons purchased her first computer, an Apple II+, in 1981 and quickly became fluent in

BASIC, dBASE II, Lotus 123, WordStar, and a variety of accounting programs. The next year she

opened a successful small computer retail store with Dan Oja that also offered software instruction

to children and adults. Dr. Parsons taught at the university level for more than 20 years. She holds a

doctorate in Educational Technology and was certified by the ICCP in 1995. Dr. Parsons began

writing and creating educational software for Course Technology in 1992. She contributed to the

Windows for Business and Illustrated Series and developed the New Perspectives, e-Course, and

Practical series. She works via the Internet with a team of highly skilled media specialists and

desktop publishers located in various states and provinces.An esteemed professional and



respected author, Dan Oja, along with June Parsons, purchased an Apple II+ in 1981 and quickly

became fluent in BASIC, dBASE II, Lotus 123, WordStar, and a variety of accounting programs. The

next year, he and Dr. Parsons opened a successful small computer retail store that offered software

instruction to children and adults. With Dr. Parsons, Mr. Oja began writing and creating educational

software for Course Technology in 1992. Together, they contributed to the leading success of the

Windows for Business and Illustrated Series. They also developed the New Perspectives, e-Course,

and Practical series. Today, Mr. Oja's and Dr. Parson's team of highly skilled media specialists and

desktop publishers located in various states and provinces work together via the Internet to deliver

exceptional texts.

Not what I expected. The discription was ok and the book was what was discribed. However I was

looking for a book for beginners that have not used a computer before. This book is for those that

are taking computer concepts. It would be very thorough but the user would have to go through the

entire book. This book is great for those wanting to have a good working knowledge of computer

technology. Maybe good choice after a good "quick start" book or for someone that has a basic

understanding and use of computers.Good book, but not for those without basic knowledge of using

a computer and looking for information to quickly get started using a computer.I hope this is useful.

Not to say it's not a great book. It's just not a quick start guide.

This book only had one section of what i actually needed for my class, but i guess thats my fault for

purchasing the wrong book. Otherwise it came exactly as pictured and neat and clean.

great book and delivery. would highly recommend seller and product.

Good book. One of the rare college books that doesn't push every liberal agenda known to man.

Overpriced for the material, which is just a rehash of her other books and publicly-available

information.

I have had many school books over my 13 years in college and this one was very well written and

explained on a basic level as well as intermediate.

Arrived on time as expected and look forward to renting with you again. The price is fair for the



amount of time used.

It's a textbook in ok condition. It's doing what I need it to do. I read it and write my assignments.
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